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HELP US TO HIT A BULL’S-EYE
This edition of Aboutcamp BtoB is sent free of
charge to over 500 motorhome and caravan manufacturers all over the world. It contains extremely
close-up and specific information on a selection of
international component manufacturers. The recipient of this quarterly should therefore be the pur-

chasing manager and/or technical office manager
as well as company management. Therefore, please help us to put our newspaper in the right hands,
providing us with the reference name or names in
your company. You can indicate the correct names
by sending an e-mail to redazione@aboutcamp.eu
or faxing us at +39-02-58437051. Thank you for
your cooperation.

Market and Trends
Editor’s note
Written by professionals
and dedicated
to manufacturers
of recreational vehicles
all over the world

H

ere is the third edition of
Aboutcamp BtoB: you can
find news, ideas, products
and useful information for
the recreational vehicles manufacturers
and for the players in this sector. New
materials, more performing machinery and
revolutionary technologies are completely
changing the world of parts production.
Being aware of the continuous changes
means being able to seize interesting
opportunities to develop innovative caravan and motorhome, taking advantage of
the skills, research and development of the
leader producers in each specific field.
Antonio Mazzucchelli

Scandinavia and Germany
With this issue we begin to analyse the trends, technical solutions and features offered by
the manufacturers of recreational vehicles in various European countries. We will start
with the Scandinavian countries and Germany, and in the next issue we will deal with
France, Italy and the mechanical bases most commonly used in Europe. We will rely on
the help of a true expert in the field, Michel Vuillermoz, who is a journalist and contributor to Camper OnLine Magazine.
by Michel Vuillermoz - Camperonline.it
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China
From January 17 until January 20, 2013 in Tampa, Florida, took place the 2nd World Rv
Conference. Spokesman for the China has been Mr. Ye Shengji, Vice Secretary General,
CAAM (China Association of Automobile Manufacturers). In these pages, an abstract
from his speech.
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From nautical world with passion
The Italian company, leader in the supplying of stoves and sinks in the nautical world, is increasingly more
popular in the caravan market thanks to a high quality product with excellent designs and offering optimal
performance. Flexible production and a high level of personalization of the products are the company’s unique characteristics

Crystal sets a new standard

T

he great experience of Can in
the furnishing of stoves for luxury yachts and sailboats has created new standards also in the sector of
recreational vehicles. When the company
from Brescia in 2010 proposed for the
first time to the camping sector its
Crystal stoves, characterized by a surface
of tempered glass with embedded burners, it certainly wasn't expected that
shortly after it would give rise to a true
tendency, followed also by the multinational giants. Today, in fact, in many high
level vehicles stoves are installed with a
base of tempered glass, making Crystal
the founder of a new standard. A thanks
to the other competing products Can is
able to highlight even more efficiently
the strong points and distinguish them
from those who produce merely using
the logic of large numbers. The Italian
company is able to offer a significant flexibility with minimal decisional processes
and an efficient productive reality while
being aided by modern instruments and
facilities. To its clients Can offers a high
level of personalization that involves the colour of the glass and the logo of the brand, but arrives all
the way to the creation of items and special forms for stoves created for specific needs of the clients
regarding dimensions or design.
Today the Crystal range is comprised of numerous products, among which is the angular model
PV1353 or the models with integrated sink PV1364, PV1362, PV1360 and the newest PV1366 Essential
with the sink at the centre, two lateral lighters and glass with a mirror effect. The collection’s burners
installed are an auxiliary (with a capacity of 1000 Watts - consumption 73 g/h) and a semi-rapid (with
a capacity of 1900 Watts - consumption 127 g/h), and both come with thermocouple.

Novelty for the compact van

C

an has always specialized in the production of sink and
burner systems for vehicles and for the more compact
boats. The most popular solution until now has been
from the "Foldy" range with LC models including a sink with a
folding cover on whose base a single burner stove is installed.
In 2012, Can introduced a new range that offers very compact
integrated sink and burners It is an evolution of the tested
"Hoodiny" that offer only the stove and in an inferior price
range compared to the top of the range "Crystal" series and
offers two models: FL 1323, with a width of 530 mm and
depth of 325 mm, with a circular sink and a single burner with
a square sink, two lighters and dimensions equal of 720 x 338
mm.
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Exhibitions:
Caravan Salon Düsseldorf (DE) - 31.8 - 8.9.13
Motorhome & Caravan Show 2013 - Birmingham (UK) - 15.10 - 20.10.13

A barbecue, one idea, many solutions

T

he idea to fix the barbecue to a slide that allows it to
be put away and quickly extract the barbecue by a locker was casually born during an expository event. The
slide in the photo was dedicated to a diverse and heavier use.
If it is only for the barbecue this system must be light and little cumbersome. The solutions can be varied: it is possible as
well to foresee a placement inside the locker door. Having a
barbecue available outside to be able to cook is a significant
added value for those who love tourism by motorhomes and
caravans.
Made in inox steel, BQ 2989 also includes a burner with a
power of 4,5 Kw, from a piezo ignition and from a security
thermocouple (for the interruption of the gas supply in the
case of turning off the flame). Among the optional extras is
the adaptation kit for the Gamping Gaz and also the storage
tub to use for the carving fork when necessary to position or
grease the cuts of meet or fish and includes the trays in circular form in which to store salt and other spices and the sack
of weatherproof covering.

The oven in the motorhome
includes a grill as well

Company Profile

F

C

rom experience in the nautical sector where
Can specialized in the production as well of gas
burners, arrives the CU1305 “Kalahari” and
CI1306 “Sahara”. With
a capacity of 30 litres in
the first and 40 litres
the second, these burners include a semirapid burner of 1700
Watts with thermocouple. Made in inox steel
with a mirror finish, it comes with a door with double tempered glass silk-screen print and thermometer. The weight is 28 kilos for the smallest and
30 kilos for the CU1306 model.

Can in a video

C

an has created an institutional
video that demonstrates some of
the production process phases.
In the video, which lasts 4 minutes, several
of the phases of production are documented with the working of inox steel, from the
cutting to the final assembly of the products and their tests.
Created in high definition, using the latest
technology of machines of recovery and
postproduction, it was officially presented
at the latest METS exposition in
Amsterdam.
The video is visible on the CAN You tube
site: http://youtube/jeJf8FOSne4, on the
CAN website: http://www.can-web.com/
or on its Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/Can.Hobs.and.Sinks

AN, which has been operating
in the nautical market for
three generations is known for the
reliability of its products, the quality of the materials and the capability of comprehending daily nautical life and translating it into concrete and innovative designs.
Today, more than ever, the heart
and mind of the company are
represented by Mauro Bellini, supported by the ever more determined contribution of his sons,
Lorenzo and Fabio who, together
with their father, place their
endless creativity and contagious
passion at the service of the company in order to tie the CAN brand
closer to the world of stainless steel
accessories. In 2009 CAN decided
to take on a new challenge, introducing the MOTORHOME/CAMPING sector into its range of products, thereby entering new and
stimulating markets. As a result,
the Bellini family has enriched and
diversified its range of products
with its usual care and attention to
details always for the sake of quality and consistency.
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Via Vienna, 4 - z.i. Spini (settore D) - 38121 Trento - Italy
Contacts:
Tel: +39 0461 958381 - Fax: +39 0461 960009
Dorian Sosi - Sales Manager Italia - d.sosi@cbe.it
E-mail: cbe@cbe.it - Web: www.cbe.it
Paolo Moiola - Sales Manager Export - p.moiola@cbe.it

CBE's anti-crisis remedies
Bruno Conci, director of the Trentino-based company CBE, describes its program to innovate and renew its
offer and combat the sector's crisis

L

ike all manufacturers of components
for original equipment, CBE also suffers declining sales in such things as
caravans and motorhomes for national and
international markets. The company, which
specialises in providing electronic equipment,
control panels and wiring harnesses, has
adopted strategies to reverse the drop in
demand.
CBE's owner, Bruno Conci, claims that the
number of his customers has increased, "But
the total volume of the orders has dropped.
We have decided, therefore, to evolve from
mere product suppliers into suppliers of entire systems. This meant integrating the processes of design, development and manufacture of the wiring harnesses with those of
our respective electronic equipment, prompting us, if the complexity of the entire
system and the customer so require, to develop software and hardware systems that can
be interfaced with the basic CBE systems".
Before the recession, CBE began to develop
strategies to counter a possible drop in
demand. Thus CBE has, among other measures, activated two more production sites enti-
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rely dedicated to wiring harnesses and characterised by an extensive integration of the
planning process. Whereas CBE had dedicated itself exclusively to the development of
wiring harnesses that were then manufactured externally, nowadays all these phases are
under CBE’s direct control.
The time frames for the design, the realisation and delivery were thereby considerably
shortened. Bruno Conci adds. "In this way
we succeeded in minimising the probability
of errors and we can plan the procurement
of the necessary materials largely in advance.
If the market shrinks while the players
remain the same ones as before, it becomes
all the more necessary to reduce waste and
mistakes”.
Given the numerically large product range of
CBE’s catalogue, and faced with static sales
volumes, CBE must invest more in terms of
quality. This takes into account that electronic products have a percentage of intrinsic
defects, while suppliers are accustomed to
consider volumes amounting to tens of thousands of units, whereas customers reason in
terms of a few dozen units.

This is a major problem requiring increasingly
large investments in automatic test equipment that can guarantee a high level of quality. Due to its different sales volumes, the
market for recreational vehicles is very different from the automotive market. The sales
and assistance networks of this sector are
not able to equip themselves with advanced
and expensive diagnostic and testing tools.
"Today the market increasingly requires a
quality approaching that of the automotive
sector," Conci adds, "but due to low production volumes it is very difficult to sustain the
costs of the necessary research and development. The ability of CBE to face the current
stagnation phase is the result of its past investments and the implementation of the correct business strategies consisting, for example, in the avoidance of excessive enlargements of its facilities even when sales were
growing strongly and steadily, in focusing its
efforts on its specific type of product category and on its advantages, and in re-investing
profits within the company”.
The number of expensive products installed
on top-class vehicles is very small, so that

Exhibitions:
Caravan Salon Düsseldorf (DE) - 31.8 - 8.9.13
Salone del Camper – Parma (IT) - 14.9 – 22.9.13

structure that CBE can vaunt.
“Quality for CBE", says Bruno Conci, "is not
just about the product but also about what
characterises the entire system: from the
design to the procurement of components,
to the realisation and to the final testing. This
process also involves the computer system,
whose management software, that had
been in operation for 12 years, was replaced
by a brand new system that also involves the
plants where the wiring harnesses are manufactured. All this has led to a rationalisation
of business processes and to an acceleration
of the production processes involving mainly
the procurement of materials, their control
and the distribution of the finished product”.

equipping this type of vehicles alone would
not be remunerative. Products of the lower
range generate the highest sales volumes
while still requiring reliability, comprehensive
functions and ease of use. This is made possible through the use of quality components
and extensive testing, but also through the
rationalised industrial organisation – from
the designing phase to the sales and logistics

Bruno Conci, the patron of CBE

The management software employed is SAP
Business One, which allows the integration
of various procedures in one single system,
leading to a considerable optimisation of the
information flow. Thanks to this new system
it is possible to track the process from the
receipt of the commission to the delivery of
the product to the customer, thus avoiding
delays and potential problems which are difficult to manage while containing the impact
of the continuing price rises of raw materials
on the price of the finished product.

A new B2B site

W

ith an extensive
range of products
for the aftermarket and for the original
equipment of recreational
vehicles and boats, CBE has
decided to adopt tools of
promotion, information and
communication tailored to
the needs of its various
customers. To date, this
distinction had been applied
only to the printed catalogue, published in two versions which contain not only different ranges of products, but also have a different
approach in terms of their respective layouts and contents. But now this dichotomy has
been applied to the web as well: through a new portal serving professional clients and
focused on OEM components such as wirings, sockets and switches, switch-mode battery chargers and, above all, a wide range of control panels available in all possible pairing combinations with distribution boards and accessories.
The web site can be accessed through an introduction page at the address www.cbe.it,
where it is possible to choose between the aftermarket division and the OEM division.
Characterised by a neat and toned-down graphic layout and furnished with a wealth of
illustrations, the site dedicated to the OEM division is available in Italian and English. The
history, philosophy, staff and structure of the Group are presented in dedicated sections.
There is also a dynamic section dedicated to news regarding CBE, its affiliates, the
launch of new products and new initiatives. However, since the Trentino-based company’s communication activities also comprise effective and creative advertising campaigns, the respective publications are collected in a dedicated section. Finally, a very
useful feature of the website is the possibility to browse the product catalogue of the
company in Italian, English and German.

Company Profile

W

ith a history of more than 36
years, CBE is a leading company in Europe in the field of electrical and electronic systems for
recreational vehicles and boats.
Headquartered in Trento, Italy,
CBE is a project partner of motorhome and caravan manufacturers
around the world. CBE develops
customised solutions for all aspects
of on-board electrical systems,
from control panels to distribution
boards, from chargers to sensors,
sockets, switches and even complete vehicle wirings. Quality, reliability and safety are constant features
of CBE's operational dynamics.
CBE has obtained UNI EN ISO
9001:2000 certification.
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Via Groenlandia, 23 - 00040 Pomezia - Roma - Italy
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Solutions for OEM
The tecnological innovation and the search for solutions to the avantgarde are the winning elements that
have permitted this company to build a respectable reputation at the European level over the course of more
than three decades

Seat swivels

E

ven though there is the use of conventional materials the innovation put forth by the
CTA over seat swivels consists of the particular work undertaken on the metal sheet
of 2 mm against the 3-8 mm of other models on the market. This is a great
advantage that allows the containment of the weight of the final product that is
approximately around 7 kilos. To guarantee the maximum versatility of the CTA plates the fact that they can be utilized either on the seat of the driver or the passenger, allows optimization of the warehouse stocks of the builders and raises
the level of comfort of the campers. The plates, available whether for the first
instillation or for the aftermarket, are installed between the bases of the seats
anchored to the floor of the driver's cabin and the actual seats. A special release
lever allows the rotation of the plates and seats on which they are installed. Moreover,
given that modern seats all have at least one point of anchorage of the seat belts, the
plates are approved based on relative resistance tests of the restraint devices.

Structures for safety belt anchorage
with Truma Combi heater integrated

T

ruma Combi Ready was shown at the last CMT fair
in Stuttgart, Germany and received impressive
feedback. It was present at the Truma company
stand - leader in the production of LPG heating systems for
campers and caravans - and at the stand of the Wanner
company, specializing in the sales of RV of Italian production with monocoque in fiberglass. Truma Combi Ready is
a structure to mount seat belts that is aimed at installing
the Truma Combi heater at the center of the vehicle inside
the dinette. With Truma Combi Ready the heater can be
housed in different positions and with various solutions.
1) Off-centre strut: the heater can be installed on the left
or right leaving the other half of the bech free. The Truma
Combi heater must be raised 20 mm.
2) Curved strut: the bech is free, the Truma Combi Heater
can be installed lengthwise or across. The Truma Combi
heater must be raised 35 mm.
3) Rear strut: since the entire bench remains free, the
Truma Combi heater can be installed as required.
The installation of the Combi in a central position compared to the layout of the vehicle allows the optimization of
the distribution of duct hot air that remains efficient and is
preferable to the decentralized installations such as in the
storage compartment, in the rooms created behind the
rear bedroom and in the base of the closets in a row.
Moreover there is useful and easily accessible spaces for
volumes of storage. The installation in this position also
favours the maintenance interventions of the heater.
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Exhibitions:
Caravan Salon Düsseldorf (DE) - 31.8 - 8.9.13

CTA is a partner of Tecnoform Design Lab

C

TA has participated as partner in the creation of TDL caravans
presented by Tecnoform at the last Caravan Salon in Düsseldorf.
TDL Tecnoform Design Lab, the name of the caravan created on
the body of an Airstream, it was proposed also at the last fair in
Louisville in the USA by both Tecnoform and Airstream with the name
of Land Yacht. For this prestigious caravan, which won two awards at
the last Caravanning Design Awards, CTA has created the electric handling of the dining table, thanks to a telescopic leg of three elements.
With a precise and silent mechanism the dining table lowers itself automatically, allowing a simple transformation of dining room in the bedroom. Naturally all of this is within full respect for the security criteria. The
use of one leg allows people to sit around the table comfortably and
with the ease of moving around.

Smart LCD TV supports

W

ith a product range composed of around thirty models,
CTA is a company that already over time has established
itself as well in the production of supports for TV LCD.
The offering characterizes itself for the attributes of lightness, sturdiness, as well as simplicity in care and costs. All of the movements are
friction, therefore interposed between metals is a thickness of nylon
that allows the tightening of, but avoids the blockage of joints. The
catalogue presents numerous applications of support for LCD bracket: revolving for wall mount, sliding, for surface mount with sliding
plan, for ceiling mount with guides, pivoting,for table, for ceiling,
with arm for vertical sliding
Among the supports for TV LCD by CTA there is also the option of
the rapid release; that is, the possibility of releasing the television and
using it as a support whether for the camper or for the house.
Another interesting option is the locking ratchet, an accessory available aftermarket that blocks the junction in a pre-set position. The
supports for TV LCD by CTA are the result of studies that have created the ideal compromise between functionality, versatility, weight
and cost.

Company Profile

C

TA has the experience of 35 years in the automotive
sector and is for the most part geared towards the
transformation of different types of vehicles and technical
structures. It is geared principally for agencies that construct vehicles that need not only design, realization and
equipment of finished products, but also for post-sale assistance. The long term experience and the organizational
capacity have brought a rapid product development, and
within this atmosphere the technical office is able to carry
forward solid and innovative research following the full
efficiency of the advancement of the salespeople. CTA is a
leading company in the design and realization of structures for the anchorage of seat belts in recreational vehicles,
and bases its activity on innovation and avant-garde research solutions.
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Loc. Rigoni - via dei Laghi- 53035 Monteriggioni (Siena) Italy
tel. +39 0577 306 163 - fax +39 0577 304 461
info@metallarte.com - web: www.metallarte.com

Contacts:
Michele Checcucci - General Manager
mcheccucci@metallarte.com

Doors, technology and design
With a successful history of 17 years, Metallarte is specialized in the design and creation of entrance doors,
pre assembled panels, pre assembled alu frames for caravans and motorhomes. A specialist in aluminum, it
also creates luggage racks, exterior ladders, bunk ladders for the lofts, slides for the shower doors, underbody frames and steel hinges

for producing the thermoforming molds for the interior panel. The
doors of Metallarte are distinguished by numerous qualifying factors:
a high level of personalization, flexibility and innovative technologies
in production and assembly (such as gasketing).
Among entrance doors and service doors and other products for the
OEM market, Metallarte today supplies the largest manufacturers of
recreational vehicles: the brands of the French group, Trigano, Sea,
Rapido; the Slovenian brand Adria; almost all of the Italian brands,
among which Laika stands out; Auto Trail in the UK and several manufacturers in Australia and New Zealand.
Metallarte also specializes in the production of luggage racks, exterior
ladders, bunk ladders for the lofts, slides for the shower doors, underbody frames and steel hinges. It is capable, moreover, of creating alu
frames for entrance and service doors with exceptional measures up
to 2.5 meters x 1.5 meters.

Innovation and evolution

M

etallarte is an international company specializing in the
design and production of doors for the recreational vehicles.
The Italian company is able to provide pre assembled panels,
preassembled alu frames and complete doors thanks also to its collaboration with qualified external providers. It is important to remember,
in fact, that in the area of Val D'Elsa in Tuscany numerous businesses
have developed linked to the birth and development of several of the
most famous brands of campers and caravan that have done the caravanning history in Europe. The entrance doors are designed entirely by
Metallarte, who collaborates actively with specialized design studios.
The project may also be carried out all the way to the plans necessary
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Metallarte is created in 1996 and begins a pattern of growth in the
caravanning sector. In 2003 saw a positive impulse with the arrival of
Michele Checcucci, who is the main shareholder and CEO. The company strategy of the new administrator is based on a profound knowledge of the market and the needs of the OEM sector. The strenght
of the new management soon became its maximum flexibility and
speed in responding to the needs of the clientele through a fast decision making processes and an operative philosophy of efficiency
without ever neglecting quality. In order to create a sample, just hours
rather than weeks are necessary. In 2005 Metallarte obtained the certification UNI EN ISO 9001:2000 (the so-called Vision 2000) that, not
only guarantees the quality of the product process, but also enhances
the indicators of efficacy/efficiency and implies investigations of customer satisfaction. The productive establishment is developed in two
warehouses for a surface area of 3,800 square meters entirely covered
with photovoltaic panels able to deliver power of up to 270 kW. The
company has approximately 28 employees.
The 4-axis production centre, which has a useable surface of 7.6
meters by 0.50 meters, allows the possibility of any type of mechanical process while at the same time guaranteeing extreme precision.
There are, however, many modern instruments utilized in the productive process, such as the saw for the aluminum double headed, the
three-axial "CNC" folding machines, the "clinching" method (a
method of cold welding that allows the assembly of plates through a
local warping of the materials) and two machines for the FIPFG (formed-in-place foam gasket), an innovative system for the creation of
seals adopted by Metallarte and applied to the doors for campers and
caravan.

Exhibitions:
Caravan Salon Düsseldorf (DE) - 31.8 - 8.9.13
Motorhome & Caravan Show 2013 - Birmingham (UK) - 15.10 - 20.10.13

FIPFG (formed-in-place foam gasket)

“O

ur unique aspect is that of
having optimized the process of production through
gasketing - says CEO of Metallarte,
Michele Checcucci - We are able to provide pre assembled entrance or service door.
Basically, a semifinished product that does
not need adhesives". The process of
"gasketing" implies that the foam seals
are foamed directly onto the part by using
the FIPFG (formed-in-place foam gasket)
technology. The systems consist of a resin
and a hardener which are mixed together
at a prescribed ratio. This produces a flexible sealing foam within a few minutes.
After the polymerization the seal is dry to
the touch and the piece is able to be
Michele Checcucci,
assembled.
CEO of Metallarte
"We have patented the application of this
technology to our pre assembled entrance and service doors in the RV sector.
And we have patented as well the vacuum mounting system - continues
Michele Checcucci - One of the two machines dedicated to the FIPFG process
deposits a layer of polyurethane liquid on the internal part of the frame in
aluminum. This substance solidifies in a short time, maintaining the characteristics of compressibility and elevates weatherproofing. It becomes, therefore, a complete anti- infiltration seal placed between the "sandwich" panel
and the frame. With this system we have abandoned the use of glues, even
if for some manufacturers we continue with the traditional method”.
The "sandwich" panel is placed in the frame on the work desk. Here a pump
creates the vacuum and allows the panel to adhere perfectly to the seal. The
whole is then assembled through the metallic platelets fixed with O-ring
rivets.
"This process of vacuum assembly allows us to verify the perfect tightness of
assembly - continues further Michele Checcucci - In order to obtain the complete weather proofing we added an O-ring to each rivet, relying on a special machine for this combination. For many clients we produce the preassembled panels with this technique. For others we supplied the know-how
to create the assembly directly at their plants, providing the necessary components and, if necessary, also the work desk with the pump for the vacuuming".
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Contacts:
Alberto Saini - Sales Manager
alberto.saini@tecnoled.it

Tecnoled guarantees quality
The Italian company presents the various typologies of led present in its collection. First grade materials and
high-level technology are used in order to contrast a market where too often the price equals reliability.
Beyond guaranteeing quantity, Tecnoled requires its suppliers to supply colour selections with variations in
the white shades. This is the company strategy through the words of Alberto Saini, one of the two owners
of Tecnoled by Bartolacci Design

E

xceeding the limits of traditional
lighting, reducing consumption,
increasing duration over time of the
light sources and providing motor caravans
and caravan manufacturers worldwide with
the widest range of solutions, both standard
and personalised.
These are some of the objectives that
Tecnoled has pursued since 2005, the year in
which the brand from Pontassieve, just a few
kilometres from Florence, entered the LED
market. The greater challenge, however, was
combining technology and design.
Tecnoled has become a leader in Europe in
the field of leisure vehicles. The Italian brand
has known how to build a strong, serious
and professional image through the combination of an already innovative, efficient and
convenient technology with an articulated
and successful range of products especially
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dedicated to the leisure vehicle market.
Today Tecnoled’s lightings are fitted OEM by
the majority of the European motor homes
and caravan manufacturers and they are
known and appreciated for their reliability,
versatility of the solutions and for the very
good engineerization of the product which
takes into account all variable applications
on motor campers even those linked to the
specific characteristics of the service battery.

Tecnoled mission
The company strategy through the words of
Alberto Saini, one of the two owners of
Tecnoled by Bartolacci Design.
“We began in 2005 in order to dedicate our
business to only led illumination and what is
more, studying and offering innovative products in the recreational vehicle sector.
In 2013, eight years later, we continue to

dedicate our hard work with led technology
in a more mature market that oftentimes,
however, seems disoriented by companies
that offer products while treating them as
though they are part of a business trend and
not like a complex technology that requires
continuous investment in order to guarantee
maximum quality and reliability.
In these years many products imported from
Asia are present on the market of recreational vehicles, some of high quality, and others
of insufficient quality. For insufficient quality
we refer to those products that do not guarantee the constant selection of colour and
of supply, and create several problems inside
of the vehicles where we can see illuminated
bodies with different tones and colours that
vary from rose for the warm white to blue
for neutral white. Currently we utilize four
typologies of led, and for each type of led we

Exhibitions:
Caravan Salon Düsseldorf (DE) - 31.8 - 8.9.13
Salone del Camper – Parma (IT) - 14.9 – 22.9.13

ask our suppliers for the selection of colours
with minimum variations in the different deliveries whether for the WARM WHITE K3000
or the NEAUTRAL WHITE K4000 tones:
led type SMD 3528 – utilized in the strip
led, this is a widely used led with a light
power of 5/6 lm. It is produced in China. The
low power is useful for the creation of
modules of continuous illumination of environments above shelves where there is a
need for many leds with a close distance
from each other;
led type SMD 3014 – utilized in only one
model of strip led where a high luminosity is
required in the surface mount spot lights and
in the ceiling. This led is also produced in
China but with a potential luminosity of
10/12 lm;
led type SMD POWER SAMSUNG – a new
led that at the moment is only proposed inside of the surface mount spot lights, with
40/43 lm of luminous flux allows the creation
of spotlights with a very high performance
with Korea by Samsung;
led type SMD MICROPOWER CITIZEN –
led utilized in the surface mount spot lights
and in the ceiling, this is a led of high quality made in Japan, has a light output of 24/27
lm and very narrow colour selections, and

guarantees difficult to perceive variation.
Whatever the type of led we acquire, at the
delivery we have a series of verification procedures in order to evaluate the correspondence of the product according to our requirements of quality. Our tests are carried out
with specific technical instruments, but a
visual testing is not unusual in order to assist
with the instrumental verification. We are
not only entrepreneurs, but also users of
campers, and it is very clear to us the discomfort created by led lighting with a gradation
of different colours. It is an aesthetic discomfort that however risks compromising the
entire image of the qualitative standard also
by those who built the camper.
We have many products lines that we create
in our Italian headquarters, a few kilometres
from Florence. For every range there are
numerous variations with which we try to
respond to the specific needs of each client.
In order to make it easier for our clients in
their choices and in the personalization of
the most appropriate products for their
needs we are preparing an innovative instrument that renders obsolete each type of
catalogue. It is called C.O.P Configurator
OEM Products, a software with which the
client can "construct" the product that is
most appropriate for him or her, employing
the components designed and developed by
Tecnoled”.
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Via Portuense, 10 - 44020 Masi San Giacomo - Ferrara - Italy
tel. +39 0532 327911 - fax +39 0532 327110
info@vetroresina.com - web: www.vetroresina.com

Contacts:
Simone Colombarini - CEO
simone.colombarini@vetroresinaspa.it

Innovation meets technology
Vetroresina SPA has produced glass fibre reinforced polyester laminates since 1968. The Italian company, with
production plants in the USA and Brazil, offers a wide range of laminates in standard versions ideal for use
on recreational vehicles, but has also developed over the years several exclusive technologies that increasingly attract more interest on the part of the builders all over the world. With some of the solutions, in fact, it
is possible to abandon the use of plywood for floors and sidewalls. In this way the problem related to wood’s reaction to water and humidity are eliminated and the duration of the panel over time is increased, the
joints are eliminated and the mounting is easier

Vetrostyle and Vetrostyle PVC:
the future is already present
Vetrostyle was developed 5 years ago in
order to respond to the requests of several
companies that wanted to substitute plywood in the internal walls. The fibreglass laminate is clad, instead of with a gel coat, with
decorative paper chosen by the builder. It
involves a special process that constitutes the
soaking of the paper not with paints and
water glues, but rather with liquid resin that
results in a sealed and weatherproof surface.
Vetroresina SPA supplies a roll of 60 meters
that then is cut into the correct size. From a
mechanical point of view the principle quality of this application is that there are no
joints.
"Already the plywood in itself is very resistant, but in correspondence with the joint it
is particularly weak - says Simone
Colombarini, CEO of Vetroresina SPA - We
have carried out numerous tests that demonstrate that thanks to Vetrostyle, which contains no joint, we achieve a state of higher
resistance of the panel. What is more, with
the use of this product we can save time in
the assembly phase". Other than being weatherproof, Vetrostyle offers a higher resistance to scratches, does not absorb odours, is
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resistant to chemical agents, has a scarce
electrical conductivity and is easy to clean.
With an ideal choice of glass support it is
possible to also obtain a reduction in weight.
It is available in the widths of 1.0 mm all the
way to 4.0 mm with weight that spans from
1.4 to 4 kg/ square meter. Much more recent
is the birth of Vetrostyle PVC that proposes a
solution of coupling between fibreglass and
PVC for the interior of the floors of motorhomes and caravans.
"This year there was an incredible demand
for fibreglass for the covering of floors - says
Simone Colombarini - It is a tendency that
had already begun several years ago when
many builders began to substitute the black
plywood on the external side of the floor
with a laminate in fibreglass. Here the advantage is evident if one thinks, most of all,
about the weatherproofing of the fibreglass.
We were then asked to research a solution as
well for the internal parts of the floor. At the
exposition in Düsseldorf in 2011 we presented for the first time Vetrostyle PVC and
already in 2012 the company, Hymer, began
to apply this technology. Now for the 2014
collections many motorhome builders have
requested a sampling".
Vetrostyle PVC was created thanks to a spe-

cial process put forth by the Italian company
that is able to match the PVC to the fibreglass during the final phases of working of
the laminate; thereby obtaining as sheet with
the total width of 3 mm that is provided
already in specific dimensions of the pavement where it is destined to go. The advantages are multiple. First of all there is no risk
of absorption of water, it does not dent, it is
more resistant than plywood and allows the
skipping of the process of attaching of the
PVC to the coating.
"We have numerous clients who have ordered our new product - says Simone
Colombarini - but also many who, simply
substitute the plywood of the pavement with
a fibreglass laminate and then glue above
the PVC. We have invested in and believe in

Exhibitions:
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this solution that can become, for its added
value whether in the construction phases or
in the phases of use, a building standard of
the next years".

Vetrolite:
from the United States to Europe
“When we consider the US market, we consider first and foremost the needs of the
American builders. Here the standards are
less restrictive than in Europe in terms of
weight, although they have more security
requirements. The sidewalls are built with
sandwich panels composed of a fibreglass
laminate with a width of 1.2 - 1.5 mm, a
plate of plywood and isolating materials says Simone Colombarini - We then tried to
resolve a common problem for all: eliminating the plywood which, as it absorbs water,
unglues and rots. In this way we invented
and Vetrolite patent".
Vetrolite is a large width fibreglass resin that
allows the elimination of the plywood on the
external walls without compromising the criteria of sturdiness that is demanded on the
American market. Naturally the challenge
that Vetroresina SPA found itself facing
regarded weight. The solution has arrived
thanks to the addition of a very light plastic
micro balls that allows the expansion of the
width, providing more rigidity to the product
without creating more weight. As a result
the laminates Vetrolite were created with the
width of 3.8 mm that American builders
began to use by gluing them to the walls of
the motorhome without having to rely on
the use of plywood anymore.
"For many years we have supplied Vetrolite
in the USA until in 2008 we decided to build
a factory in South Carolina in order to directly produce these special laminates in the US
- concludes the company administrator Unfortunately in those years the motorhome
market fell almost 80% and we found ourselves displaced because Vetrolite did not
have appeal in the caravan and motorhome
sector: it was too costly and with an application that was too complex to be able to sub-

Company Profile
stitute it with traditional methods. In this
way we had to re-examine a market for the
caravan and motorhome sector, but the production of Vetrolite is active, and is used in
the production of motorhomes".
Vetrolite is also used by several European
builders in the version with a width of 2.2
mm. This difference of width compared to
the classic laminate of 1.5 mm is given in
part by a higher quantity of resin, but most
of all from the presence of the micro spheres.
Vetroresina SPA has obtained the patent for
the low-density technology that allows it to
obtain products with a very ample range of
widths, starting with 1.3 mm. In Vetrolite
Low Density, in fact, the technology of the
microspheres is no longer applied to the fibre
of the glass, but rather to the resin, allowing
a better flexibility in the creation of laminates
of different widths.

B

egun in 1968, Vetroresina produces laminates in reinforced
polyester resin with glass fibre. The
large operative capacity of the company is the result of careful research
carried out in the sector of plywood
materials associated with the study
and continuous improvement of the
technologies of the work process. In
order to maintain and raise the productive standard Vetroresina has
organized substantial investments,
and thanks to the contribution of
advanced technologies and of the
strict collaboration with universities
and experts in the sector it was able
to welcome the variations and new
needs of the market.
The high technological level associated with a particular attention to
aesthetics and materials have given
place to a diversification of products
extending the range and fields
of application. Vetroresina has a
productive capacity of 129 pieces
per day and extends over an area of
46,000 square meters. In June
2000 Vetroresina opened an establishment in San Paolo, Brazil, from
which it can face the needs of the
South American market and from
May 2008 the company is proud to
include a new productive site in the
US where it can focus its energy to
managing the North American market.
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Via A.Vivaldi, 40/A - 50041 Calenzano – Firenze – Italy
Tel: +39 055 8825239 - Fax: +39 055 8878086
E-mail: info@project-2000.it - Web: www.project-2000.it

Contacts:
Davide Nardini - General Manager - info@project-2000.it
Lorenzo Manni - Technical Sales Manager - commerciale@project-2000.it

Innovation takes the forefront
Project 2000 is responsible for many of the major innovations integrated into motorhomes in recent years.
Now is the benchmark in the recreational vehicle sector for the production of retractable steps (electric, electronic and manual), brackets for LCD TVs, and bed lift mechanisms

P

roject 2000 was founded 16 years
ago by Davide Nardini and his wife
Susanna Azzolini. “In 1992 I bought
a second-hand motorhome and on the first
trip I left the step down while I was manoeu-

Article 10570: The Pioneer

Article 10574
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vring in the camping ground - explains
Davide - I hit a tree, ruining the step. That’s
when I decided to design an automatic electric step. Later I modified the system to have
two steps. This invention, which was based
on a mechanism with two connecting rods
that enabled the first step to slide under the
second and the whole to fold up under the
body of the motorhome, gave birth to
Product No. 10570, which is still in production today and is covered by a European
patent”.
Article 10570 was the first automatic electric
step produced by Project 2000 and was initially supplied to the motorhome builders
Mobilvetta. These days the manufacturing
process is industrialised to produce parts and
components of a consistently high quality,
and Product No. 10570 has become a key
product in the aftermarket sector. Although
the non-slip steps, which are coated with
soft polyurethane, are over 40cm deep, the
whole system is only 28cm deep when closed.
As the range evolved from one to two or
even three steps, the technology also improved. The new-generation steps are constructed in non-slip anodised aluminium and the
opening/closing mechanism has hinges

Article 10750

rather than sliding tracks. The cold-galvanising and painting process produces a finish
tough enough to withstand even salt fog,
offeringa durability coefficient comparable to
that obtained with hot galvanising.
The biggest sellers in the first range were
Product No. 10571 and Product No. 10750,
a single electric step that was surprisingly
compact for the size of the tread.
In 2000, Project 2000 participated in the
Düsseldorf trade fair, and moved its operations to Via Antonio Vivaldi in Calenzano.
The company also acquired a punching
machine and started working with CAD
designs. From here Project 2000 grew significantly, establishing partnerships with
motorhome manufacturers throughout
Europe. The next products developed were
television brackets, the first of which were
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The new website

Article 12731

Article 12541

for cathode TVs (Product No. 12421, Product
No. 12522 and Product No. 12623).
With the advent of LCD TVs, the range was
expanded and more elaborate brackets were
developed. In 2003 and 2004, a range of
retractable ceiling, wall, and inset brackets
for installation behind furniture panels were
produced. Currently Product No. 12538 and
Product No. 12731 are the biggest sellers.
The first electric bracket (Product No. 12541)
was developed in 2005. It was designed to fit
behind a panel and can be operated by a
remote control.
Project 2000 also produces a range of bed lift
mechanisms, which are now an essential feature of semi-integrated motorhomes with
height-adjustable rear double-beds. Unlike
other manufacturers who only offer motorised pantograph mechanisms, in 2004 Project
2000 invented a system using side columns
for greater ease of use and stability of movement, with the motor attached directly to the
bed base. Around the same time, the company produced a system that is currently still
the most versatile and flexible on the market
(Product No. 12600) and gives manufacturers more freedom of design when installing
height-adjustable beds. The system is installed under the bed base and the bed is secured only to the wall or ceiling with four
straps. In 2012 model 12600, has been
awarded an international patent.

P

roject 2000 is launching a new website with an
original graphic layout. The most remarkable
features of this new project are its modern
appearance, its unobtrusive colours, its clearly legible
characters and simple, intuitive navigation. At its centre, two spherical windows show the lines of products
for motorhomes and caravans offered by the Tuscan
company: electric stairs, LCD TV brackets, height adjustment systems for beds, devices for loading boats and
dinghies onto the roof, units for controlling lights and
automatic locking systems. Created in four languages
(Italian, French, English and German), the website at
www.project-2000.it offers a showcase of all the products of the catalogue, dedicated to both the aftermarket and the original equipment market. For many
products, instruction and maintenance manuals can be
downloaded in pdf format in four languages. The website also includes a section dedicated to the company and its history, a news section and a
media gallery with videos and photographs. It is possible to browse the catalogue directly
on the home page and to print the most interesting pages in high resolution. The new site
also includes a section for registered users containing documents of particular interest and
utility for workshops and manufacturers, including exploded drawings, wiring diagrams
and other important technical information. There is also a Retailer section (at present not
yet active), which is one of the interesting innovations proposed by Project 2000 for the
year 2013. Project 2000's network of sales and service centres is still in the planning phase.
The goal of Project 2000 is to quickly create a network of professionals who are keenly
familiar with the company’s products and able to create reliable and qualified reference
points for customers. In this way the Tuscan company aims to ensure sales and after-sales
service at the level of its excellent quality standards, while simultaneously offering a widespread presence throughout Italy.

Multifunctional tiltable board:
Item no. 099 – 30000

P

roject 2000 is dedicated to
mechanisms for a wide variety of
uses. It now includes item no.
099 – 30000, a versatile, tiltable board support. This new product
features a huge capacity even with a single support, as well as several
locking positions. It is particularly useful as a base for the dinette table,
since it can be easily removed for better habitability of the living area when the
table is not needed. The elements distinguishing it from similar mechanisms
available on the market are its high bearing capacity (up to 200 kg), its ability
to be locked in various positions (thus becoming a reading table or even a drawing board), and its simple release by pressing a push lever.

Technical Specifications
Item no. 099 – 30000: Tiltable board support
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dimensions (l x w x h): 300 x 30 x 22 mm
Height in open position: 220 mm
Weight: 604 g
Capacity (per item): 200 kg*
Board holes Ø: 4 mm
Wall holes Ø: 4.8 mm
Locking positions: 3 (70°, 80°, 90°)

* Load tests performed with load uniformly distributed
over the board in locking position at 90°
Article 12600
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The new pantograph TV holder
standard: Item no. 12587

I

tem no. 12587/00A3
has been the subject
of unanimous acclaim
ever since it was presented
to the first manufacturers.
Lightweight,
compact,
durable, versatile and
adaptable to all uses
thanks to the numerous
ways in which it can be
moved, it is one of the
most flexible wall support
products of the Project
2000 catalogue. Often
used as a second TV support, it can be combined with the holding plate that allows a TV to be
moved quickly from one support to another. Like all Project 2000 TV
supports, it has a locking system that can hold the TV unit with absolute safety while the vehicle is in motion. There is a 233 mm version
(when fully extended) with a pantograph that can be completely closed,
and a 403 mm version with a pantograph that remains concealed
behind the television set.

Fast-sliding TV holder:
Item no. 12653

T

his item allows for
extreme manoeuvrability and speed in
moving the TV holder to the
desired height. With a selflocking rail system, the TV
set locks into the position
where it stops. Height can
be adjusted quickly by simply
pressing the unlock handle.
There is also a knob-actuated locking mechanism that
prevents the sudden release
of the system while the vehicle is in motion.
The TV holder is available in
three versions, covering all
needs and applications.
– Item no. 12653/0001
involves the use of a pantograph which (in the closed position) has the advantage of extremely reduced depth and overall dimensions, while still allowing
an extension of over 250 mm in the open position.
– Item no. 12653/0002 features a rotary head capable of varying
the visual angle by about 130°, allowing the user to enjoy viewing
even when seated.
– Item no. 12653/D003 combines the fast guide rail with the
legendary extensible arm from Project 2000, which is available in
various lengths and dimensions (from approximately 440 mm to
580 mm). All supports have a maximum capacity of 8 kg and
weigh from 1550 g (0001) to 1650 g (D003). The supports are
available in silver-grey.
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Scandinavia
S

candinavia has always been the kingdom of caravans,
and it is one of the most promising and at the same
time most demanding markets in terms of quality and
equipment. It is home to brands such as Kabe, Polar, Solifer
and Cabby (in addition to the now discontinued Matkaaja),
and is now the third largest motorhome market on the
Continent, with a total of approximately 7750 vehicles registered in 2012, approximately the same amount as in
England. The market declined slightly last year in Sweden,
showed encouraging growth in Norway and a sharper slowdown in Finland, and is particularly interesting for the high
standard of living of its population and their strong propensity for holidays in close contact with nature. Caravans are
often used throughout the year (typically stationed during the
winter season at the many available high-quality facilities),
while campers are used mostly during the more favourable
seasons – a long seasonal use that can also favour the purchase of very large vehicles (typically low-profile, coachbuilt and
A-Class dual-axle models on the Fiat AL-KO) with interior
layouts almost exclusively designed for the needs of couples.
In regard to interior layouts, in fact, the Scandinavian market
clearly tends to favour twin beds, placed both in the rear and
in the central section, with a full-width maxi-bathroom in the
rear. The beds, which in the vast majority of cases are positioned low, thus giving priority to a good night’s sleep rather
than the eventual garage capacity, can be replaced by a classic central bed, while solutions with transverse beds on the
garage and longitudinal French-style beds are less frequent.
Though use is somewhat limited during the winter season,
customers look for particularly comprehensive packages of
standard equipment, beginning with the heating – strictly
radiators for seamless integration with the basic mechanics
and the same comfort both parked and on the road. The vast
majority of campers do not make stops in the open country
and prefer well-equipped camping areas and facilities. These
are very common throughout the territory, and as a result,
there is nearly always a chance to hook up to the mains. In
this way, all the on-board climate control utilities (air conditioning in summer, heating in winter) can be powered exclusively in electric mode, taking advantage of the high power available (16 Ah) and giving free rein to the installation of accessories inspired by home automation.

Market and Trends
With this issue we begin to analyse the trends, technical
solutions and features offered by the manufacturers of
recreational vehicles in various European countries. We
will start with the Scandinavian countries and Germany,
and in the next issue we will deal with France, Italy and
the mechanical bases most commonly used in Europe.
We will rely on the help of a true expert in the field,
Michel Vuillermoz, who is a journalist and contributor to
Camper OnLine Magazine

Finland

Germany
Norway

Sweden
With regard to the vehicles themselves, local manufacturers
have come up with interesting ideas in regard to insulation
and heating. One historical name is that of the Swedish
manufacturer Kabe, which for almost fifteen years has successfully produced the Travel-Master low-profile, available in
several series (700, 740, 750 and 880) and, since 2011, it is
available also in an A-Class version. Another important manufacturer is Polar, whose production includes two low-profile
models on the Fiat AL-KO (the Kodiak, a bi-axle with a forward drop-down bed, and the Grizzly), a large overcab coachbuilt dedicated to sportsmen who require a large load space
for equipment (the Multi 800) and two Pick-Up bodies (the
Nanoq and the Miki). Solifer, finally, is a different case. While
this popular caravan was designed (as was its sister brand
Polar) along the lines of the Dorotea, the motorised components use spin-offs of certain brands produced by the Hymer
Group. In particular, the Action series (overcab and low-profile coachbuilts) are derived from the classic Carado, while the
more richly equipped Camp, Emotion and Finlandia utilise the
design, construction technique and equipment of the T.E.C.

A

growing market capable of posting a +7% in the first months of
2013, even after a record 2012 that greatly exceeded pre-2008
values, Germany seems to know no crisis and continues to expand
without hesitation. Germany is the country that gave birth to many of the
sector’s most prestigious brands, and it continues to foster the creation of
new luxury brands and particularly ambitious products. Within the last
three years we have witnessed the birth of Morelo, the arrival of Ketterer
on the market in the super luxury segment, and, more recently, the ambitious response of Concorde with the Centurion 1200 range. Slide-outs
appear to be the new frontier of technical solutions on top of the line vehicles. Very common in the United States, until now they have struggled to
catch on in Europe, and are manufactured only by the most prestigious
companies (typically VarioMobil and VolknerMobil) and in limited numbers, with some models produced by Frankia in their Vario Space lines, and
now by RMB with their Liner model. The motorhome is a true German speciality, and is typically middle- or high-range, though lately there has been
great attention paid to the mass market. Several manufacturers (including
Hymer, LMC, Dethleffs, Knaus) have begun to manufacture new more
compact series alongside their traditional ranges, with attention paid to
payload capacity to ensure high safety margins under normal driving conditions with a “B”-type driving license. This is an interesting phenomenon,
in contrast with the gradual increase in the size and weight over the past
7 years; this trend, however, has not been supported by related legislation,
which has remained unchanged. At the height of customer preference,
after the motorhome, is the classic low-profile (without a drop-down bed).
The drop-down bed, in high demand in France and Italy, seems to encounter less enthusiasm with German customers who, when travelling with
three or four people, prefer motorhomes or even the classic C-Class vehicles, especially large and luxurious ones. If the classic overcab coachbuilts
are on the downswing, larger models are ever more popular (Buerstner
Argos, Dethleffs Globetrotter XXL, Frankia A840, Concorde Credo Action
and Cruiser C1, Phoenix, Morelo Palace Alcoven). Classic fully-equipped
vans are also greatly appreciated – both those produced on a large-scale
(Hymer Car, C.I. Kyros, RollerTeam Livingstone, Challenger Vany, Chausson
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Market and Trends
Twist, LMC Tourer, Globecar, LaStrada, Poessl) and the highly soughtafter vehicles that are custom outfitted by skilled craftsmen (CS
Reisemobile, Dopfer Individual, Knoblock); we must not forget the
Westphalia, a milestone for the entire sector. Vans are increasingly
available with four-wheel drive mechanics. In addition to the classic
Ducato Dangel 4x4, in fact, we see more and more models developed on the Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 4x4 and on its near twin, the
Volkswagen Crafter, also recently equipped with All Wheel Drive versions. An important market niche is that of vehicles designed for
expeditions. Manufactured on Unimog, MAN or Mercedes-Benz
mechanics, they are designed for adventurous crews looking for a
reliable travel companion able to guarantee comfort and safety, even
far away from traditional roads. There are several proposals from specialists such as Action Mobil, Bimobil and the Tartaruga of
Switzerland, with a few examples produced by skilled outfitters, such
as those by Klaus Hunerkopf.
The interior layout most in demand is still that with rear twin beds
atop the traditional garage space. It is found in the vast majority of
vehicles and is increasingly accompanied by variable bathrooms that
open onto a separate shower cubicle. In this regard, the Frankia
VarioBad bathroom has set the fashion. It uses a clever movement of
the doors to create a pass-through space that can also be used as a
dressing-room completely separated from the rest of the vehicle, a
solution increasingly common today even in medium-sized interiors
such as the recent Dethleffs Globebus I 8. Furthermore, on the subject of bathrooms, the “wellness”-type shower is no longer the sole
prerogative of extra-large interiors, but is increasingly employed also
on medium/large vehicles. The new Arto 76L of Niesmann+Bischoff
is emblematic in this sense. Still to be seen and discovered is the interior of the new Frankia 790/7900 and 840/8400 BD, with a new lateral corridor that enables a special version to be created featuring a
kitchen block, bathroom and rear bedroom. Unique on the market

today, it is probably destined to become a model for other manufacturers.
Vehicles produced in Germany give great importance to the front
living area, increasingly configured with a third rear seat – a solution
that on the one hand recalls the classic concept of full-time use and
on the other combines the best advantages of comfort and safety. It
is found more and more often in ultra-luxury interiors
(Niesmann+Bischoff Flair, Concorde Charisma, Morelo Palace) but
also on much more attractive C-Class vehicles, for example, the new
Buerstner Viseo 707P. We again mention Buerstner to report the
living concept of the Brevio compact coachbuilt, a cross between
coachbuilt models and vans, designed to appeal to young and dynamic customers. The large rear gullwing door guarantees easy access
to the large cargo space obtainable by removing the transverse bed
or the twin beds.
As far as technical solutions go, German vehicles show an increasingly frequent use of the double floor. There are several different types,
both with reduced dimensions so as not to diminish the maximum
height of the vehicle (like the Carthago C-Tourer or the Hymer BKlasse) and with large dimensions (as much as 45 cm in height on the
Euramobil Integra). As simple as they are brilliant, despite the inevitable repercussions on overall weight, the double floor creates a space
for systems and equipment that is warm and protected from frost
and other atmospheric agents, thus making the vehicle fully usable
and efficient in every season, even the coldest. As it concerns the
shell, more and more vehicles utilise self-supporting walls with high
density rigid insulation (all use RTM Styrofoam), while there is still a
certain affection for external profiles in aluminium, chosen by the
vast majority of manufacturers. A trend towards lining the roof with
fibreglass can be seen, now available (as standard or optional equipment, depending on the ranges and models) in versions by
Niesmann+Bischoff, Hymer and Dethleffs.

Germany
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China
From January 17 until January 20, 2013 in Tampa, Florida, took place
the 2nd World Rv Conference. Spokesman for the China RV situation
has been Mr. Ye Shengji, Vice Secretary General, CAAM (China
Association of Automobile Manufacturers). In this page, an abstract
from his speech

C

ompared with foreign countries,
China is still in the initial stage of
development. Most Chinese are
unfamiliar with RVs. RVs have only entered
the sight of Chinese people in recent years.
RV production and consumption have just
started. Some enterprises have developed
small capacity from own or others’ technologies and are still exploring their possibilities.
Mainland China now has about 20 manufacturers with certain capabilities. Large companies, including big autos, are entering RV
manufacturing. With economic growth,
improvement of people’s lives, and introduction of paid vacations, Chinese middleclass
start to appreciate RVs. RV rental for tourists
and special purposes start to emerge. RV
manufacturers are catching up with R&D and
imported technologies to upgrade products
expand capacities. China makes both motorhomes and towables, ranging from 100,000
to 1 million RMB. Currently approximately 40
manufacturers and 120 models have been
approved by the government. They are largely converters and specialty vehicle makers.
RV manufacturers are seeking foreign partners.
Many dealers import RVs. More foreign
brands have been introduced into China,
competition intensifies, prices soften, and
more people can afford imports. There are 6
to 7 importers bringing in European and
U.S.-made RVs. In 2011, China imported 150

RVs from the U.S. and 46 from other countries. In the first eight months of 2012, China
imported 108 RVs from the U.S. and 111
from Germany.
There are about 6,000 RVs in operation.
There are about 100 campsites. The annual
sales amount to 700 to 800 units. This lags
far behind market demands and potentials. It
is mainly attributed to backward campsite
construction and establishment of relevant
laws and regulations.
Along with the continual improvement of
the Chinese economy and people’s lives,
Chinese people have paid higher attention to
improve their cultural lives in addition to the
material conditions.
Chinese people have gradually individualized
and rationalized tourism activities, and diversified them from team travels, exclusive sight
observations, to self-driving travels and
recreational vacations. They are replacing the
traditional short-term holiday practices of
eating, drinking, playing and shopping with
the new concept of “profound tourism” featuring recreational vacations for relax and
amusement.
China has an enormous
amount of auto consumers. RV demands will
expand continually. China is estimated to
have 3.3 billion domestic tourists annually by
2015. About 50 million to 60 million private
vehicles will be used by motor tourists. A
large number of motels, auto campsites, and
service stations will be set up to meet the

demand of growing number of RVers.
Industry experts forecast that in recent years,
Chinese RV ownership will grow at an
annual rate of 30 percent. In this way, China
will have over 15,000 RVs by 2015.
To support for RV boom, China will vigorously construct RV campsites as stipulated in
the Outline of Chinese Tourism Development
Program for the 12th Five-Year Plan Period
(2011-2015), released in June 2011. The
document reiterates to list RVs in the directory of industries enjoying government support.
CAAM RV Committee will continually facilitate sustainable development of China’s RV
industry. Chinese RV industrial chain is
imperfect in construction. It barely has component supplies. Chinese RV manufacturers
heavily depend on imported technologies
and components. China is short of industrial
standards and regulations governing RV operation license, driving license and vehicle
campsite construction. They are bottlenecks
restricting Chinese RV development.
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